
associated with those who regard themselves as defenders of the – imagined – past, and

whose fears rest upon the radical subversion of existent systems of social authority.

Bill Schwarz

See: LIBERALISM, SOCIALISM.

Consumption
The root L consumere ‘‘designated not only the use of things but also any type of removal

and various forms of disposal’’ (Wyrwa, 1998: 432). In English since the C14, early usage

of consume had an unfavorable connotation – to destroy, to exhaust, to waste, to

completely use up – also present in the popular description of pulmonary phthisis as

consumption. It begat two nouns in English: consumption and, from the C16, consumer,

both conveying the same sense of destruction. ‘‘Consumer’’ subsequently acquired a

neutral sense, with the emergence of bourgeois political economy in the C18, to describe

market relationships, contrasting the consumer with the producer and, analogously,

consumption with production. Thereafter, in the doctrines of economics, ‘‘consumer’’

and ‘‘consumption’’ denote aspects of acts of purchasing commodities in the market and

calculations regarding some of their particular and aggregate financial consequences.

Political economy was always mostly concerned with the changing value of items in

exchange, rather than the uses to which they might be put. Only in the eC20 was

consumption conceptualized by economists explicitly as the satisfaction of human needs

through economic means (Wyrwa, 1998: 436), prefiguring a positive rather than neutral

sense. The generalization of market exchange and expanded volumes of goods and services,

corollaries of economic growth, connect together the two senses of consumption as

purchase and as destruction. These two senses have sustained an ambivalence whose

tensions have had considerable moral and political significance.

The negative connotations of destruction and waste were incorporated in popular moral

and social discussion of ways of using things and spending money in modern societies.

Puritan cultures were suspicious of modern consumption not only because it might

encourage excessive spending rather than saving, but also lest it encourage a desire for

luxurious items over and above those necessary for the satisfaction of basic human needs.

Mistrust about underlying motivations for increased expenditure was also made apparent

in terms like conspicuous consumption, coined by Theodor Veblen (1899) to refer to the

tendency to mark social status through the competitive display of possessions. The term

mass consumption frequently carried intimations of regret about the diffusion of demand

for standardized items of poor quality, signifying cultural mediocrity. When combined in

the mC20 with critiques of increasing commodification in capitalist society, as in the

analyses of the Frankfurt School or the New Left, these negative features were viewed as

part of a system of domination which pacified subordinate classes in the population.
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Capitalism was found wanting not only for its relations of production but also for its effect

in encouraging wasteful, meaningless, privatizing, and enervating cultural behavior.

The lC20 witnessed a thorough revaluation of the ambience of consumption both from

within economics, based on the celebration of the power of the consumer as purchaser in a

political climate favoring markets, and from the perspective of cultural studies.

For neo-classical economic theory the consumer is an abstract entity, the source of

demand in markets, who decides what to purchase, independently of other actors, on the

basis of the price and quality of all available items, in light of preferences which are stable

and ranked. This model, useful for certain purposes of theoretical reasoning and calcula-

tion within economics, has increasingly been adopted and incorporated into practical and

popular political discourses. Practically, producers’ concerns to estimate demand in

impersonal and unstable markets where customers are unknown has led to market

research putting flesh on the abstract figure of the consumer through sociodemographic

and psychographic portraits. Politically, in the ideology of the New Right, such notions

legitimate markets and disparage state intervention. State welfare provision, a significant

source of collective consumption, has been restructured in many countries to respond to

market logic and incentives.

Celebration of the ever-expanding merits of consumption through markets has an

extended history in the USA, where an optimistic interpretation of abundance has circu-

lated since the lC19. There the term consumerism refers to a doctrine validating abun-

dance and prosperity, whereas in Europe it has connotations of self-interest and vulgar

materialism. In both Europe and the USA, consumerism also refers to the spread of

institutions and movements for the protection and promotion of the interests of consumers,

as with consumer associations, consumer movements, and consumer co-operatives.

As these flourish, governments have begun to claim more frequently to speak and act on

behalf of ‘‘consumers,’’ rather than of, say, classes, the nation, or citizens. This is associated

with common-sense conceptions of consumer sovereignty, consumer choice, and con-

sumer rights. Matters which in a flourishing welfare state would have been subject to

political decision and determination are abandoned to the vagaries of market forces.

Cultural studies also challenged pessimistic interpretations of increased consumption.

Partly in defense of the quality of popular culture against elite condescension, and partly

as a result of analyzing empirically what people did with commodities after purchase,

positive functions of consumption were stressed. Consumer culture provided entertain-

ment and stimulation, people engaged with manufactured cultural artifacts in active and

creative fashion, and some groups employed the items of mass consumption to subvert

dominant values and norms. Jean Baudrillard’s (1998) insistence on seeing consumption

as primarily a system of signs, rather than a source of use-value, was a notable contribu-

tion to the emergent understanding of postmodern culture as visual, transient, ephemeral,

and playful, increasingly a means of the free expression of personal and collective identity.

Stressing the symbolic aspects rather than the practical uses of consumption, cultural
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studies inverted traditional judgments concerning its pleasures and satisfactions, and

investigated the working of key institutions of contemporary consumption like the shopping

mall and advertising.

Nevertheless, there continue to be substantial reservations about (post)modern con-

sumption. Concepts like consumer society and consumer culture are still morally and

politically ambivalent. Pertinent ethical and political objections to current consumption

norms include: the questionable quality of mass-produced goods; escalating environmental

problems; a woefully unequal international distribution of resources for consumption; and

the tendency for the interests of consumers to override those of the producers of goods and

services, as with sweatshops. The moral debate about the virtues of contemporary patterns

and justifications of consumption is far from concluded.

Alan Warde

See: CAPITALISM, COMMODITY, MARKET.

Copy
The word copy moves in English from an original sense of ‘‘abundance’’ (from L copia,

abundance, copiousness) to the more recent sense of derivativeness; it passes thereby from

a sense of plenty (‘‘Spain . . . hath grete copie and plente of castell,’’ Trevisa 1387; ‘‘the

copie and varietie of our sweete-mother-toong,’’ Florio 1598) to an emphasis on the

scarcity and rarity of originals. The transition from the former, positive sense to the notion

of the copy as something secondary which draws all of its value from its derivative relation

to the original (‘‘Never buy a copy of a picture. All copies are bad; because no painter who

is worth a straw ever will copy,’’ Ruskin 1857) occurs by way of such L phrases as dare vel

habere copiam legendi, to give or have the power of reading, which then give rise to mL

copia, transcript. This second line of semantic development, which by the eC17 completely

displaces the sense of ‘‘abundance,’’ thus has at its core the imitative relation of one

representation to another: the transcription of a manuscript to form a second text which

repeats the meaning of the first, the exact reproduction of the features of a painting or

other work of art (increasingly with the sense of inauthenticity, although not usually of

fraudulence).

The habit of thought which associates copying with secondariness and derivativeness

rather than with fruitful increase is bound up with some of the central doctrines of Western

philosophy, as well as with the development of intellectual property doctrine from the C18

onward (Deleuze, 1994; Derrida, 1988). If the core sense of the modern English word

‘‘copy’’ has to do with the imitation of one representation by another, there is also a

sense in which representation itself can be thought of as a process of copying (‘‘When a

painter copies from the life,’’ Dryden 1700). Indeed, the notion that verbal or pictorial

representation is an act of mimesis or simulation of a prior reality, which is not itself a
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